At a workshop, John Conway and Richard Guy proposed the class of sowing games, loosely based on the ancient African games Mancala and Wari, as an object of study in combinatorial game theory.
KALAH, THE SOWING GAME
The term 'mancala' is used to indicate a large group of related games that are played almost all over the world. Usually, 2 players play the games, although one-player and three-player variants are also known. Mancala games are played with a large set of counters, which are distributed in a certain configuration (usually an equal number of seeds per hole). A move is made by selecting one of the holes, removing all the counters from it and putting back the counters one by one in adjacent holes in certain direction. This is called sowing. The hole in which the last counter is put determines what happens next.
Sometimes a capture takes place and the turn is over, sometimes the sowing continues, and other times the player is allowed to make another move. However, the goal of the 1 Associate Professor 1 game is always to capture as many counters as possible.
There is a variety of board sizes for mancala games and there are even more variations in the rules. In one group of mancala games, a capture is allowed if the last counter is put in an opponent's hole that contains 1 or 2 counters. These are mostly African games. In another group of games, a capture is allowed of the last counter is put in an empty hole on the player's side. This group is mainly played in South East Asia, but Kalah belongs to this group. If the last counter is put into the player's own home, the player moves again.
(2)
If the last counter is put into an empty hole on the player's side of the board, a capture takes place: all stones in the opponent's pit opposite and the last stone of the sowing are put into the player's home and the opponent moves next.
(3) If the last counter is put anywhere else, it is now the opponent's turn.
The game ends when a move leaves no counters on one player's side, in which case the other player captures all remaining counters. The player who collects more counters wins.
Here is a result for this game.
Theorem 1 Using ternary notation, for the kalah(1, n), all games starting with 11. . . 1 seeds for each player results in a loss for P1, ∀n > 1, n ∈ Z.
KALAHALT
KalahAlt is a variation of Kalah developed in this project.
KalahAlt is played on a board with two rows of m holes and two stores. The two players P1 and P2 sit at each side of the board. P1 will always start the game. A move is made by selecting a non-empty hole at the player's side of the board. The counters are lifted from this hole and sown in an anti-clockwise manner. The player's own home is included in the sowing, but the opponent's home is not. Note that captured counters never re-enter the game.
In this variation of Kalah, regardless of the result of the move made by the player, the opponent moves next, with each player taking strictly alternate turns. However, a player captures the opponent's seeds if the last counter is put into an empty hole on the player's 3 side of the board: all stones in the opposite opponent's pit and the last stone of the sowing are put into the player's home and the opponent moves next.
A result which has been proven in the report is as follows:
Theorem 1 P1 will always be able to obtain at least a draw if he moves in the following manner in order of priority:
(i) P1 moves the seed in hole m
(ii)
(1) Attempt to capture.
(2) Move the seed nearest home towards home such that the move makes no capture or defence.
